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Introduction
Spatial ability (SA), "the ability to generate, retain, retrieve, and transform wellstructured visual images" (Lohman, 1996) , has been extensively studied for the last 60 years (Kell & Lubinski, 2013) . However, it is still not clear whether spatial ability is a unitary construct or whether it has a more complex structure (Aristova et al., 2018) . The results of psychometric studies suggest several components of spatial abilities: spatial visualization (Lohman, 1979) , spatial orientation (Hegarty Montello, Richardson, Ishikawa, & Lovelace 2006) , spatial imagination (Jansen, 2009) , mental rotation (Shepard & Metzler, 1971 ) and spatial relations (Lohman et al., 1987) . Researchers have also suggested different classifications for the numerous components of spatial ability. For example, Uttal and colleagues (2013) suggested a classification based on the combination of intrinsic/extrinsic and static/dynamic categories of spatial skills.
Nevertheless, most studies of SA components have suggested the existence of two groups of components: small-and large-scale spatial abilities (Jansen, 2009) . The small-scale group includes spatial visualization, spatial imagination, and mental rotation (Jansen, 2009) . These abilities involve mental operations with objects: transformation (Zacks, Mires, Tversky, & Hazeltine, 2000) , mental rotation (Blajenkova & Kozhevnikov, 2005) , and manipulation (Kozhevnikov & Hegarty, 2001) . The large-scale group includes spatial orientation; object location from the spectator's point of view and an ability to assess the direction and distance (Jansen, 2009) ; navigation ability (Kozhevnikov, Motes, Rasch, & Blajenkova 2006) ; sense of direction (DeBeni & Pazzaglia, 2006) , spatial orientation (Kozhevnikov & Hegarty, 2001 ); and other abilities. This group of abilities is connected with changes in the spectator's visual perspective, while other objects' positions remain the same (Hegarty & Waller, 2004) .
It is unclear whether small-and large-scale skills are independent or a part of a unitary meta-construct. Hegarty and colleagues (2006) discussed four models which purport to explain the relationships between these two types of skills: 1) the "unitary model" assumes that both skills overlap completely; 2) the "total dissociation model" assumes that the skills are distinct; 3) the "partial dissociation model" assumes that the abilities have similarities and differences; 4) and the "mediation model" assumes that small-and large-scale skill are linked, but this link is mediated by a third variable (i.e., intelligence).
The results of meta-analysis of psychometric studies from 1985 to 2014 confirmed the dissociation between small-and large-scale abilities, with only a moderate correlation (r = .27) between them. Neuropsychological studies also suggest a partial dissociation between small-and large-scale spatial abilities (Hegarty et al., 2006; . Small-scale spatial ability tasks are associated with the parietal lobes (Kosslyn & Thompson, 2003) , whereas large-scale spatial abilities have been linked to the hippocampus (Gogos et al., 2010; Hughdahl et al., 2006) and medial and temporal lobes . There are also activation patterns triggered by both groups of tests such as, for example, vision, muscle sense, etc. (Wang, 2014) .
Experimental studies further support the partial dissociation model. For example, one study (Jansen, Wiedenbauer, & Hahn, 2010) , conducted in adults, showed that large-scale ability can be improved slightly by training which uses small-scale ability tasks (ή 2 = .12). However, there was no such effect in another study with the same design, but which involved children (Jansen, 2009) . Given these results, a partial dissociation model seems rather plausible, suggesting that small-and largescale skills can be studied separately. In the present paper, we focus on the structure of SA related to small-scale skills.
Research that attempts to clarify the structure of SA requires administration of a large number of tests, which makes it difficult in practice. One way to reduce the strain on participants during such studies is to use gamified online testing. A recent study by Rimfeld and colleagues (2017) introduced a gamified online spatial abilities battery (King's Challenge), which assesses 10 different small-scale spatial ability domains: 1) mazes task (searching for a way through a 2D maze in a speeded task); 2) 2D drawing (sketching a 2D layout of a 3D object from a specified viewpoint); 3) Elithorn maze (joining together as many dots as possible from an array); 4) pattern assembly (visually combining pieces of objects together to make a whole); 5) mechanical reasoning (multiple-choice naïve physics questions); 6) paper folding (visualizing where the holes are situated after a piece of paper is folded and a hole is punched through it); 7) 3D drawing (sketching a 3D drawing from a 2D diagram); 8) shape rotation (mentally rotating objects); 9) perspective-taking (visualizing objects from a different perspective); and 10) cross-sections (visualizing cross-sections of objects).
The study was conducted on 1367 twin pairs (ages 19-21) from the UK-representative Twins Early Development Study (TEDS). The results of the study suggested a unifactorial structure of small-scale SA. Factor loadings ranged from .44 to .71 for different tests, with perspective-taking and mazes having the lowest loadings, and 3D drawing having the highest (see Fig. 2 in Rimfeld et al., 2017) . The study also showed that individual differences in this construct were largely explained by genetic factors (69%).
More research is needed in order to test whether this unitary structure of SA can be replicated in different cultures. Cross-cultural comparison of the structure of SA may be useful for understanding the sources of individual differences within any population. A study by Sakamoto and colleagues (2014) showed that Chinese and Japanese adults on average demonstrate greater visual spatial ability than U.S. adults (Cohen's d = 0.5-0.7). This advantage may be explained by the impact of the Chinese writing system on the development of spatial ability (Flaherty & Connolly, 1995; Gitterman & Sies, 1992; Rodic et al., 2015) , or by other cultural differences.
In the present study we aim to replicate the unitary structure which was suggested by Rimfeld and colleagues (2017) , using an adaptation of the same King's Challenge battery, in Russian and Chinese samples. The main aims of the study were: 1) to explore the factorial structure of SA in the two student samples: Russian and Chinese; 2) to compare the factorial structures in both samples with the previously reported findings from the UK population; and 3) to evaluate the relative strengths and weaknesses in performance on the 10 tests, across the two samples.
Methods

Participants
The sample consisted of students from Russia and China.
The Russian sample consisted of 921 participants (16 to 37 years old, M = 19.59, SD = 1.85; 348 males and 573 females). Participants were recruited from five leading universities in Russia: three universities from the top 10, and two from the top 100, out of the more than 500 universities in Russia.
The Chinese sample consisted of 229 participants (17 to 30 years old, M = 19.92, SD = 1.73; 88 males and 114 females). Participants were recruited from top-tier universities: one university from top 15-20, and one university from the top three to five, out of the approximately 300 universities in China. The initial sample included 245 students, but data from 16 participants were excluded because of reported technical problems.
Reference Sample
The current study aims to replicate the factorial structure of SA, previously shown in the UK sample using the same 10-measure instrument. Therefore, we compare our results to the reference sample, the Twin Early Development Study (TEDS; Rimfeld et al., 2017) . The TEDS is an unselected sample, representative of the UK population. The results reported in Rimfeld et al. are not directly comparable to the student samples collected in the present study. We conducted additional analyses on the TEDS data, selecting only participants who reported being involved in higher education. Unlike the students in the present study, who came from top universities, the TEDS students were undergraduate and postgraduate students from a large number of unselected universities in the UK and abroad. For this reason, we do not directly compare the results with the UK student sample. In terms of the structure of SA, the results (available from the authors) showed a very similar structure for the TEDS student subsample as for the whole UK sample. Therefore, we compare our results with the results published in Rimfeld et al. (2017) .
Measures
Spatial Ability. All participants completed interactive tests from the King's Challenge (KC) gamified interactive battery, translated into Russian and Chinese. As described in the introduction, KC is an online battery that tests 10 major dimensions of spatial ability: mental rotation, spatial visualization, spatial reasoning, perspective-taking, and mechanical reasoning (see Esipenko et al., this issue for more detail on each test). The battery is gamified, so that participants engage in building and protecting the King's Castle, with all tests linked by the same storyline. The total score was computed by summing the results from all 10 tests. Each of the 10 tests included a different number of items, and presented different levels of difficulty (see Esipenko et al., 
this issue).
Demographic information. Demographic information, including age, sex, and level of education, was collected in both samples, using an online questionnaire.
Procedure
The data for the Russian sample were collected in one session at the participants' universities.
The Chinese participants were recruited by emailing participants and inviting them to complete the on-line test battery. Data from respondents who experienced technical issues in any test were excluded from the analyses. Table 1 presents the means, standard deviations, standard error, and split-half reliability for the 10 spatial measures for Russian and Chinese samples. Differences in the number of participants across the tests is explained by some respondents not completing the whole battery. According to the criteria suggested by Comrey and Lee (1992) , the sample size was adequate (Chinese sample) and excellent (Russian sample) for the performed analyses. See density plots for all variables for both Russian and Chinese samples in Appendix, Figures 1, 2. Note. The results of the different subtests cannot be directly compared, as they each included a different number of items.
Results
Descriptive statistics
Given the consistent sex differences reported for spatial ability (see, for example, Tosto et al., 2014; Toivainen et al., 2018) , sex differences in the Chinese and Russian samples were examined before factor analysis was done. In the Russian sample, males outperformed females on all tests, with ή 2 ranging from 1% to 11% (see Esipenko et al., in this issue for more information). In the Chinese sample, significant sex differences were present for only three out of 10 tests: cross-sections (7%), mechanical reasoning (5%), and mazes (10%). In these tests, males outperformed females: cross-sections (9.69 vs. 7.95); mechanical reasoning (11.45 vs. 10.48); and mazes (6.30 vs 5.16), with Cohen's d ranging from 0.47 to 0.67.
Therefore, for further analysis, sex differences were regressed out from all tests for the Russian sample, and from the three tests for the Chinese sample.
Correlational analysis
First, we performed a Pearson's correlation analysis for the 10 King's Challenge tests, in both the Russian and Chinese samples. All correlations were positive, ranging from r = .15 to r = .80, and were significant after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. The Elithorn maze and mazes tests were the least associated with the other tests (as well as to the total score). The exact correlation coefficients can be found in Appendix, 
Factor analysis
Our main aim was to replicate the unifactorial structure reported by Rimfeld et al. (2017) in the unselected UK sample. We first examined the factorability of the 10 tests in the Russian sample. Several well-recognized criteria for the factorability of a factor analysis were used. First, it was observed that 10 out of 10 tests correlated at least .3 with at least one other test, suggesting reasonable factorability (see Appendix, Table 1 ). Secondly, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy turned out to be .93 (above the commonly recommended value of .6; Cerny & Kaiser, 1977) ; and Bartlett's test of sphericity was significant (χ2 (45) = 2881.98, p<.0001). The diagonals of the anti-image correlation matrix were also all over .9. Finally, with the exception of the Elithorn maze, the communalities were all above .3 (see Appendix, Table 3 ), further confirming that each test shared some common variance with other tests. Given these overall indicators, factor analysis was deemed to be suitable for all 10 tests.
The PCA scree plot (see Appendix, Figure 3 ) and eigenvalues suggested single factor extraction (eigenvalue equals 4.59). Initial eigenvalues suggested that this factor explained 45.94 percent of the variance. Finally, the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) of .03 (min = .017, max = .041, CI = .9), the Tucker Lewis Index (TLI) of .983, and the Comparative Fit Index (CFI) of .988 were also consistent with the single factor model. Confirmatory factor analysis showed that factor loadings ranged between .44 (for Elithorn's maze) to .76 (3D drawing), totally accounting for 40% of the overall variation (see Table 2 for details on factor loadings). These results are consistent with the results from the unselected UK sample, where 42% of the overall variance was explained. In the Chinese sample, eight of the 10 tests correlated at least .3 with at least one other test, suggesting reasonable factorability (see Appendix, Table 2 ). The KaiserMeyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy was .82, and Bartlett's test of sphericity was significant (χ 2 (45) = 313.71, p < .001). The diagonals of the anti-image correlation matrix were also all over .75. Finally, with the exception of pattern assembly and perspective-taking, the communalities were all above .3, further confirming that the tests shared some common variance with other tests (see Appendix  Table 3 ). Given these overall indicators, factor analysis was deemed to be suitable for all 10 tests. Pattern assembly and perspective-taking were also added to the analysis to enable factor structure comparisons across the samples.
In the Chinese sample, scree plot and eigenvalues (3.35 and 1.19 for the first and second factor, respectively) suggested a two-factor structure of the data (see Appendix, Figure 4) . The first two factors explained 33.5 and 11.9 percent of variance, respectively. Only two tests (cross-sections and mechanical reasoning) mostly loaded on the second factor. Oblimin rotation was used in principal component analysis, because the correlation between factors was .3. Moreover, without rotation, there were several tests which demonstrated cross-loadings of more than .4 to both factors. After rotation was applied, cross-loadings decreased to the level of .3, which clarified the relationships between the clusters of tests.
Confirmatory factor analysis also supported the two-factor model of SA in the Chinese sample. The RMSEA of a single-factor extraction was too high (.064, with min = .039, max = .086, CI = 0.9); while the two-factor model (the one with crosssections and mechanical reasoning as a second factor) score for RMSEA was .037 (min = 0, max = .067, CI = 0.9). Also, ANOVA showed significant differences be-tween the fit for the unifactorial and two-factorial models (χ 2 diff. = 10.85, p<.001), with the two-factor model showing a better fit (χ 2 = 39.99) than the unifactorial model (χ 2 = 50.85). Confirmatory factor analysis showed that the two-factor solution explained 40% of the overall variance, factor loadings are presented in Table 2 .
Means comparison
The performance levels for the two samples were compared using t-tests, implementing the FDR correction for multiple comparisons (See Appendix, Table 4 ). As can be seen from Figure 1 , the Russian and Chinese samples significantly differed in the total score and individual tests, with the exception of 2D drawing, 3D drawing, and mazes. The Chinese students on average outperformed Russian students on five tests (with Cohen's d ranging from .27 to .58, p < .001). The Russian students outperformed the Chinese sample on the Elithorn maze and perspective-taking (Cohen's d was .30 and .37 for perspective-taking and Elithorn maze, respectively; p<.001) (see Figure 1) . 
Discussion
Our aims were: 1) to investigate the factorial structure of spatial abilities in Russian and Chinese samples; 2) to check whether our findings replicate the findings by Rimfeld and colleagues (2017) ; and 3) to explore the relative strengths and weaknesses in performance on the King's challenge battery across the two samples.
Overall, our data showed somewhat different factor structure for the Russian and Chinese samples. In the Russian sample, the unifactorial structure for both selected (unpublished data) and unselected UK samples was replicated. In the Chinese sample, a second factor emerged. The Russian, Chinese, and unselected UK samples (see Fig. 2 in Rimfeld et al., 2017) showed very similar factor loadings, although the cross-sections and mechanical reasoning tests formed a separate fac-tor in the Chinese sample. Several explanations may be proposed for the observed differences in the factorial structure.
The differences may be due to cultural and educational differences between the countries. These cultural differences may also explain the differences in average performance across the countries for these tests. Chinese students demonstrated higher scores for cross-sections and mechanical reasoning (8.06 and 10.75) than the Russian students (6.71 and 9.76).
The advantage in these skills by Chinese students might be partly explained by the features of the written Chinese language. It has previously been shown that both visual-orthographic processing and spatial analysis are essential for learning to read a Chinese character (Tan et al., 2005) . Also, spatial ability was linked with writing in Chinese (Flaherty & Connolly, 1995) . If this is the case, the cross-sections task may rely on an over-trained ability in the Chinese participants, as the task of retrieving part of the information from a unity (such as getting the shape of a section from a full figure) might be related to the need to compose a Chinese character out of several elements. It is possible that continuous engagement in such language processing leads to superior development of the relevant brain networks, which in turn leads to advantages in spatial ability and mathematics.
The mechanical reasoning test requires reading instructions for each item of the test, since the instructions differ from item to item. This might have led to the formation of separate "verbal" factor composed of these two tests. For other spatial ability tests in the battery, the instructions remained the same for all items. In addition, other tests, such as paper folding, do not rely on character-composing logic, as they do not involve operations with parts to compose a unity. Another test in the battery that may also rely on the ability to construct unity from several parts is pattern assembly. Therefore, this test can also be expected to rely on an underlying verbal component and to load on the verbal factor. In our study we did not observe this, which may be a result of the relatively small sample size.
Interestingly, pattern assembly (along with paper folding and 3D drawing) show relatively high loadings on the second factor (although not exceeding the level of .3 after rotation). This might suggest that these tests are not robustly loading on either of the factors. Furthermore, the loadings for perspective-taking were almost equal for the two factors, and did not exceed .3. Perspective taking is sometimes considered to be a large-scale test (Hegarty & Waller, 2004) , and might have less links with other small-scale tests. This is also evident from its correlation coefficients with other tests in the battery in the Chinese sample (all correlations are less than .3). This pattern was not observed in the Russian sample.
The emergence of the second factor in the Chinese sample can be partly explained by the low split-half reliability for the mechanical reasoning test (.56 for the Russian and .54 for the Chinese samples). This may have led to error-related factor differences. Additional analyses on this test showed somewhat strange patterns of correlations between items within the test: some items correlated negatively with each other. This suggests low reliability for this test. Given that there was a time limit of 25 seconds for each item (and a need to read new instructions each time), participants with high spatial ability might have failed to give a correct answer in time, which might have led to the test having a reduced reliability.
To sum up, there could be indeed a second factor in spatial ability for the Chinese sample. The second factor might have emerged because the two tests (crosssections and mechanical reasoning) are linked to verbal reasoning more than other tests. Further studies with more participants and other measures, e.g. verbal ability, are needed in order to improve our understanding of the SA factor structure in the Chinese population.
Our data also showed significant average differences in performance between the two samples. The Chinese students outperformed the Russian student on five out of 10 spatial tests (cross-sections, pattern assembly, mechanical reasoning, paper folding, and shape rotation). These results are consistent with previous research that demonstrated better average results by Chinese school children in mathematics and science (e.g., Programme for International Student assessment results; PISA; OECD, 2016). The mathematical advantage shown by children of all ages from Asian-Pacific countries has been very well established (Imbo & LeFevre, 2009; Mullis, Martin, & Foy, 2008) . This advantage might continue to the university level and be reflected in spatial ability performance.
The observed average differences may also be related to the differences in the level of general intelligence and other relevant abilities between the two samples. The Chinese students were recruited from top-tier universities, where students are highly selected for admission based on their abilities (including mathematical reasoning). Although the Russian students were also recruited from top universities, the Russian selection criteria do not include such tests, but rather depend on the Unified State Exam performance, which varies for different majors/degrees.
Other reasons for the observed average differences may include school curricular differences. The lower general performance of the Russian participants can be related to the exclusion (since 2010) of technical drawing from the school National Curriculum. As a result, skills related to performance in some tests, such as crosssections and mechanical reasoning, might have been under-trained in the students who participated in the current study. Moreover, in China, in contrast to Western countries, the abacus is still used to teach simple mathematical operations such as addition/subtraction. It has been shown that this leads to increased activation of the brain areas linked to spatial processing (Wu et al., 2009) .
However, the Russian participants showed better performance in Elithorn maze and perspective-taking tasks than the Chinese participants. A possible explanation might be that some tests require greater flexibility (e.g., one needs to switch between different strategies to solve the task in the Elithorn maze), which was shown to be lower in Chinese population, in comparison with the Belgian and Canadian populations (Imbo & LeFevre, 2009 ).
Conclusion
Our data only partially replicated the findings of Rimfeld and colleagues (2017) : while the unifactoral structure of spatial ability was replicated in the Russian sample, two factors emerged for the Chinese sample. The study also demonstrated some cross-cultural differences in spatial ability. More research is needed to replicate the pattern of relative strengths and weaknesses across the populations and to explore potential sources of these differences.
Limitations
One limitation of the present study was the relatively small size of the Chinese sample. In addition, some internet connection issues were reported by some participants, which led to a reduced dataset. The samples in the two countries were drawn from student populations from top universities in their countries. However, the selection criteria differed across the universities, and that could have led to differences across the samples in average intelligence and other relevant characteristics. Note: significant differences between samples are in bold 
